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Upcoming Events
TUESDAY, JULY 23rd
ICE CREAM SOCIAL
TUESDAY, AUGUST 20th
ICE CREAM SOCIAL
AND
REPTILE SHOW!
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KNA Ice Cream Social

Tuesday, July 23, 2019 6:30 to 8:00 pm
Kennydale Lions Park: 2428 Aberdeen Ave. NE
All Kennydale residents are invited to this free event,
which is sponsored by Kennydale Neighborhood Association members,
the City of Renton Neighborhood Program, and local businesses.*
Bring your family and join your neighbors and other friends for an evening of fun,
socializing and a selection of tasty ice creams and delicious toppings
and….Recreational games for kids of all ages:
Bocce Ball, Outdoor Jenga, Corn Hole, Ladder Golf, the Lions Park playground & more!

Special events for kids:

• Face Painter • Balloon Clown • “Fire Hydrant Art” Contest
Plus: Food truck(s) will be on-site for persons wishing to purchase a meal

* A complete list of event sponsors will be updated on our website, www.kennydale.org

KNA Ice Cream Social

#2

Tuesday, August 20, 2019 6:00 to 8:30 pm
Kennydale Lions Park: 2428 Aberdeen Ave. NE
All Kennydale residents are invited to this free event,
which is sponsored by Kennydale Neighborhood Association members,
the City of Renton Neighborhood Program, and local businesses.*
Here’s the schedule for all events:
7:00 – 8:00 pm REPTILE SHOW – Back by popular request!

The REPTILE MAN from the Reptile Zoo in Monroe, WA will give a 40 minute presentation
covering about 8 to 12 reptiles from all over the world, including the African Desert Tortoise,
American Alligator, Rattlesnake, large Burmese Python and much more! All of the venomous
species have been surgically devenomized, meaning that they pose no serious risk of injury to anyone.
After the show the adults and kids will have the opportunity to handle or touch between 4 and 5
of the animals for another 10 to 15 minutes (the whole event lasts about 50 minutes to an hour).

6:00 – 8:30 pm ICE CREAM SOCIAL & OTHER EVENTS!

Ice Cream and delicious toppings & Recreational games for kids of all ages:
Bocce Ball, Outdoor Jenga, Corn Hole, Ladder Golf, the Lions Park playground, and more!

Special events for kids:

• Face Painter • Balloon Clown • “Kennydale Rocks” rock-painting activity
Plus: Food truck(s) will be on-site for persons wishing to purchase a meal

* A complete list of event sponsors will be updated on our website, www.kennydale.
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In the Ice Cream Social announcements above, all Kennydale residents are invited to join us.

But the bigger picture is: We also invite all of you who are not already members of the
Kennydale Neighborhood Association (KNA) - or past members who have not renewed recently - to join KNA.

It’s easy and there are three ways to do it:

• fill out and mail in the membership application on Page 3
• go to KNA’s website at www.kennydale.org , click on “Membership” on the Home Page,
and follow the instructions shown there.
• Attend a KNA meeting or event and join while you’re there!
A full statement about the benefits of membership in KNA appears on our website (same path a noted above),
but here’s another way of looking at it:
• The annual fee is very cheap – less than a single meal for two at your local fast food establishment
– and it lasts way longer than 15 minutes
• You get a lot for your money, in particular, the comfort of knowing that you are
supporting a group that is dedicated to enhancing the quality of life here in Kennydale
• You are provided with factual information, via the KNA website, direct emails to members-only, this newsletter*,
and informative quarterly neighborhood meetings, about upcoming Kennydale events, meetings,
neighborhood issues and what’s being done about them, who is doing it, and what you can do.
To put it in a nutshell: All Kennydale residents benefit from the fact that we have a strong voluntary membership which really
cares about their neighbors and their neighborhood, along with business leaders who devote their time and financial support, a
dedicated Board, and the additional support (in all ways) provided by the City of Renton Neighborhood Program.
We encourage you to join now!
Darius Richards, KNA President, and the KNA Board
* Note: Receiving this newsletter does not necessarily mean you are a KNA member; as it goes to everyone in Kennydale
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NEIGHBORHOOD GARAGE SALE WRAP-UP
The week of June 16 had several days of overcast, cold weather, which
caused some concern for residents who were planning to hold a garage sale
on Saturday, June 22. But on Friday the weather started to improve, and in
fact about half a dozen people set up their sales for both days. On Saturday,
the main day of the sale, the weather was high clouds for most of the day,
but the temperature was comfortable. At 8:00 am, KNA representatives were
stationed at the Kennydale Lions Park and at the Park & Ride lot on N. 30th
Street, to pass out our “signature” red balloons to all sellers who were able
to stop by. There were still some left at 9 am, so these were taken, while the
supply lasted, to sellers who didn’t have one.
Around noon, members of the KNA Board did a drive-around to count the
number of sales and get a general idea of buyer interest. Their count was 15
homes holding sales in Upper Kennydale, and 22 homes in Lower Kennydale,
for a total of 37. This was below the typical count of 50 or so homes. As
is typical, the amount of items for sale differed from house to house, but in
general, the blocks which had more than a couple of sales going on attracted
the most attention. Sales in Lower Kennydale were clustered mostly from N.
33rd St. to N. 35th St., whereas in Upper Kennydale they were all over the map.
Most importantly, this annual event, as with our past Garage Sales, has
provided people with a fun way to socialize with their neighbors and meet
new people, too., A big thank you is due to everyone who set up a sale
this year, and to our Garage Sale Chairman, Rajendra Agrawaal, and
the other KNA Board members who worked with him in the planning,
promotion and staging of this year’s sale.

KENNYDALE WATER RESERVOIR
CONSTRUCTION BEGINS
Construction has recently begun on the City of Renton’s water reservoir,
located directly behind our new Kennydale Fire Station 15 on N 30th St.
The new reservoir is a steel tank mounted at ground level, 100 feet high and
about 50 feet in diameter. This reservoir will address long-identified needs
for supply reliability, pressure surge control, and increased storage capacity
within the Kennydale area, for fire protection and domestic water use.
You can expect the following construction activities in the coming weeks:
• Site grading work: Crews will begin using equipment to grade the site and
prepare for retaining wall and foundation construction. This work will take
approximately one week, and include some additional vegetation removal,
as well as trucks hauling soil from the site.
• Auger cast pile and foundation installation: Equipment will be used to
auger cast foundation piles for the reservoir. Auger cast piles are constructed
with rebar baskets that are placed into the holes and then filled with concrete.
Piles are then tied together with additional rebar prior to the mat foundation
being poured. There will be no pile driving. This step is expected to take
about three to four weeks.
• Vertical construction: Once the foundation is complete, vertical construction
of the steel reservoir tank will begin. Steel panels will be welded into place to
form the reservoir.
• Public art process: The reservoir will be painted with artwork after
recommendations by the City of Renton’s Municipal Arts Commission and
approval by the City. An artist will be hired to help create mural concepts that
reflect community ideas. Stay tuned to the project website and listserv for
additional information about the public art process will be shared this summer.
• Offsite water system improvements: Related offsite improvements to
balance water system demands in the area are currently in design; work
at several locations in the roadway is anticipated in the fall of 2019 until
summer 2020. Additional information will be provided to neighbors as these
improvements go into construction.

FIRE HYDRANT ART IN THE
SOUTH RENTON NEIGHBORHOOD….
The South Renton Neighborhood Association, in collaboration with the Renton
Municipal Arts Association, as established an exciting new public art campaign
in which fire hydrants within the South Renton neighborhood are “adopted”
and painted with colorful and artistic designs. The goal of this program, as
stated in their promotional information, is to “embrace the artistic talents of
local individuals while displaying creative artwork throughout the community.
There is no specific theme for this program, though artists are encouraged
to incorporate the character and history of the surrounding environment and
neighborhood into their work”.
The initial phase of their project will include 20 painted fire hydrants in the
South Renton Neighborhood; artists are selected according to an application
process, and the chosen artists will receive $300 per hydrant to cover the cost
of materials, supplies and design fees.
The application process, for the South Renton Neighborhood, is:
• Open to all artists, with preference given to local Renton artists
• Artists are requested to submit a concept design of a hydrant and examples
from their portfolio
• A standard application form is provided which must be submitted to the City
of Renton
• Selected artists are notified by a member of the project team on a rolling basis

….AND IN KENNYDALE, TOO!
The Kennydale Neighborhood Association Board has voted to approve the
establishment of a Fire Hydrant Art project in the Kennydale Neighborhood. As
a first step, and by utilizing the Renton Neighborhood Program Grant process,
we have secured $300 in funds for the artistic design and creation of a fire
hydrant which will replace the standard fire hydrant in front of Kennydale’s new
RRFA Fire Station 15 at 1404 N. 30th St. Using the process noted above, local
artist Sybil Ania McIntyre has been selected, and the painting of our hydrant is
next on her list! Sybil’s design, which has been created to honor the firefighters
of Station 15, is depicted below.
Going forward, the KNA Board will be seeking input from KNA members and
other neighborhood residents as to future designs and the locations where the
residents want an existing standard hydrant replaced. Please be aware that,
unlike the So. Renton Neighborhood Association, KNA does not have funds
budgeted for this project, so everyone will have to be creative. For the initial
hydrant grant, KNA had 10 hours of volunteer labor (from other activities) on
record with the City; per their rules, volunteer labor is valued at $30/hour, and it
is “transportable“ between the Association’s activities. There remains a limited
amount of recorded volunteer labor that we can transport going forward, so
again, we all need to be selective on what we ask for, and creative on the
funding.
KNA VP Vicki Richards is the KNA Hydrant Art Project Chairperson,
and she can be contacted initially at knasecretary00@gmail.com.

BACK
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Reservoir construction is expected to take about 12 months to complete and
will typically occur during the work week in normal daytime business hours
(8am-5pm). No weekend work is expected. For more information about the
project and to sign up for project updates, please visit www.rentonwa.gov/
kennydaleproject.
This article courtesy of Ryan Orth of Enviroissues, Inc.

Sketch of Sybil Ania McIntyre’s Design for the Sta.15 Fire Hydrant

Editor’s Note:

Mayor Denis Law and key Renton officials manned the shovels at the
Groundbreaking Ceremony, which was held on June 16, 2019.

The “Fire Hydrant Art Contest” activity that is being offered to kids at
the July Ice Cream Social is not part of the “Fire Hydrant Art Project”
that is presented in this article. The contest at the Ice Cream Social
is simply intended as a fun activity which will be judged near the
end of the Social, with a prize to be awarded to the contest winner.
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2019 KNA
CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
(Add to your calendars now!)
July 23rd

KNA Ice Cream Social
6.30 pm,
Kennydale Lions Park

August 20th

“Don’t let
yesterday
take up
too much
of today.”

KNA Ice Cream Social
6:00 pm,
Kennydale Lions Park

October 29th

KNA Neighborhood Meeting
6:45 – 8:30 pm.
Kennydale Elementary School Cafeteria

November 1st to 29th
Annual Food Drive

December 10th

KNA Bonfire & Marshmallow Roast
6:30 pm
Gene Coulon Park, North Shelter

KNA FALL BOOK CLUB
SCHEDULE
Sept. 9 “The Library Book” by Susan Orlean
Oct. 7 *SPECIAL* Iris Paper Folding Class
Nov. 4 “The Girl In The Glass” by Jeffrey Ford
Dec. 2 “Little Bee” by Chris Cleave
* This is an actual crafting session not a book
This space donated by the Piantanida Family

The KNA Book Club invites all who are
interested in participating. If you are not
already on the Club’s email list, please
contact Chairperson Sharon Weibler at
sharnell@outlook.com or at 425-226-9299
for more information, meeting times &
locations, etc.Book Club members have
also developed a list of recommended
“summer reads”. There are about a
dozen titles, which Sharon can provide
to interested persons.

This space donated by the McCray Family
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Please Support Our Local Businesses!
Would you like to see “your” business advertised here?

Our paper reaches over 2550 residences in your community!
Contact Darius Richards for more information
at 425-430-4469 or DariusVicki@msn.com

